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The complexation of 6-(40-(toluidinyl)naphthalene-2-sulfonate, TNS�, by b-cyclodextrin (bCD)

and five linked bCD-dimers is characterized by UV-Vis, fluorescence and 1H NMR spectroscopy.

In aqueous phosphate buffer at pH 7.0, I = 0.10 mol dm�3 and 298.2 K, TNS� forms host–guest

complexes with bCD of stoichiometry bCD�TNS� {K1 = [bCD�TNS�]/([bCD][TNS�]) =

3300 dm3 mol�1} and bCD2�TNS� {K2 = [bCD2�TNS�]/([bCD][bCD�TNS�]) = 11 dm3 mol�1}

as shown by fluorescence studies. For N,N-bis((2Adextrin)-S,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-b-
cyclodextrin)succinamide, 33bCD2su, N-((2AS,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-b-cyclodextrin)N0-(6A-deoxy-6A-
b-cyclodextrin)urea, 36bCD2su, N,N-bis(6A-deoxy-6A-b-cyclodextrin)succinamide, 66bCD2su,

N-((2AS,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-b-cyclodextrin)-N0-(6A-deoxy-6A-b-cyclodextrin)urea, 36bCD2ur, and

N,N-bis(6A-deoxy-6A-b-cyclodextrin)urea, 66bCD2ur, the analogous K1 = 9600, 8700, 12 500,

9800, and 38 000 dm3 mol�1, respectively. 1H NMR ROESY studies provide evidence for

variation of the mode of complexation of the TNS� guest as the host is changed. The factors

affecting complexation are discussed and the synthesis of the new linked bCD-dimer 36bCD2su is

reported.

Introduction

Studies of host–guest complexation by cyclodextrin (CD)

hosts and their modified forms is an area of significant

supramolecular chemical interest.1 Prominent in such studies

are linked CD-dimers2–4 in which the linker may be substituted

onto the CD at either the C2A, C3A or C6A carbon of a

glucopyranose unit.5–7 This and the nature of the linker can

significantly influence ditopic guest complexation and aspects

of this are explored here.8–14

This study is based on b-cyclodextrin, bCD, the a-1,4-linked
heptamer of glucopyranose where the 7 primary and 14

secondary hydroxy groups delineate the narrow and wide

ends of an annulus whose hydrophobic interior is lined

with methine and methylene hydrogens and ether

oxygens, and five linked bCD-dimers in which the linker is

substituted either at C3A (with inversion at C2A and C3A) or at

C6A of bCD as shown in Fig. 1 (where A signifies the

substituted glucopyranose unit with neighboring units desig-

nated sequentially from B to G in a clockwise direction when

viewed from the primary hydroxy group bCD end). These

dimers are N,N-bis((2AS,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-b-cyclodextrin)-
succinamide, 33bCD2su, N-((2AS,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-b-cyclo-
dextrin)-N0-(6A-deoxy-6A-b-cyclodextrin)urea, 36bCD2su,

N,N-bis(6A-deoxy-6A-b-cyclodextrin)succinamide, 66bCD2su,

N-((2AS,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-b-cyclodextrin)-N0-(6A-deoxy-6A-

Fig. 1 Structures of bCD species and TNS�. In 33bCD2su both bCD
are linked through C3AA, and in 66bCD2su and 66bCD2ur both bCD
are linked through C6A.
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b-cyclodextrin)urea, 36bCD2ur, and N,N-bis(6A-deoxy-6A-b-
cyclodextrin)urea, 66bCD2ur. The aim is to find how the linking

of bCD in dimers and the inversion of the C2A and C3A carbons

of the C3A substituted bCD glucopyranose units of 33bCD2su,

36bCD2su, and 36bCDur affect complex stability.

The short succinamide and urea linkers were chosen to

minimize the distance between the hydrophobic interiors of

the bCD annuli with the expectation that this would approxi-

mately match the separation of hydrophobic aromatic com-

ponents of the guest 6-(40-(toluidinyl)-naphthalene-2-

sulfonate, TNS�, and enhance its complexation (Fig. 2). This

guest is chosen because its UV-Vis absorption and fluores-

cence are modified by bCD complexation and facilitate studies

of host–guest complexation. Additionally, the 1H NMR re-

sonance frequencies of TNS� are sufficiently different from

those of bCD for ROESY cross-peaks arising in the

host–guest complexes to provide structural insight. Earlier

complexation8 and spectroscopic15 studies of TNS� are dis-

cussed in conjunction with the new data.

Results and discussion

UV-Vis spectrophotometric studies

The variation of the TNS� spectrum with [bCD]total is shown

in Fig. 3. An algorithm for the formation of bCD�TNS�,

lmax(H2O)/nm 261 (e/dm3 mol�1 cm�1 21 700) and 315

(16 500) and bCD2�TNS� lmax(H2O)/nm 259 (e/dm3 mol�1

cm�1 21 700) and 314 nm (16 500) which have very similar

spectra, best fits these data and yields the bracketed spectral

data. The derived K1 (= [bCD�TNS�]/([bCD][TNS�]) and K2

(= [bCD2�TNS�]/([bCD][bCD�TNS�]) appear in Table 1.

(All UV-Vis and fluorescence studies in this study were carried

out in aqueous phosphate buffer at pH 7.0, I= 0.10 mol dm�3

and 298.2 K).

The variations of the TNS� UV-Vis spectrum in the pre-

sence of the five linked bCD-dimers are characterized by

isosbestic points and are best-fitted by an algorithm for the

formation of dominant binary complexes exemplified by

66bCD2su�TNS�. The derived K1 appear in Table 1. While

the greatest change is induced in the spectrum of TNS� by

66bCD2ur shown in Fig. 4 {lmax(H2O)/ nm 276 (e/dm3 mol�1

cm�1 20 200) and 320 (20 700)} this difference is less for

36bCD2ur (lmax = 265 and 318 nm with e = 20 600 and 17

300 dm3 mol�1 cm�1, respectively). A similar relationship

holds for 66bCD2su {lmax(H2O)/nm 268 (e/dm3 mol�1 cm�1

19 200) 319 (18 000)} and 36bCD2su {lmax(H2O)/nm 262 (e/
dm3 mol�1 cm�1 19 900) and 317 (17 000)} and 33bCD2su

{lmax(H2O)/ nm 264 (e/dm3 mol�1 cm�1 21 000) and 317 nm

(16 900)}. These variations reflect changes in TNS� hydration

in the complexed environment and possibly minor changes in

the angles between the planes of the naphthyl and phenyl

groups of TNS� to optimize complexation in the linked bCD-

dimers. (Modeling of TNS� in the gas phase through the

MM2 Chem3D protocol16 shows the naphthyl C6-NH-phenyl

C10 angle to be 1221 and the planes of the naphthyl and phenyl

groups to be rotated 601 with respect to each other.)

The C3A and C6A substituted bCD of 33bCD2su and

66bCD2su and 66bCD2ur, respectively, limit TNS� simulta-

neously complexed in both annuli to a single orientation with

respect to the primary and secondary hydroxy ends of the

bCD annuli (Fig. 1), while complexation in 36bCD2su and

Fig. 2 Complexation equilibrium for 66bCD2su and TNS�.

Fig. 3 UV-Vis absorption changes shown by TNS� (3.00 � 10�5 mol

dm�3) with [bCD]total in the range 0, 3.03, 4.02, 4.97, 5.94, 6.93 and

8.87 � 1.0�5, 1.12, 1.24, 1.37, 1.58, 1.80, 2.09, 2.39, 2.79, 3.17, 3.95,

4.46 and 4.96 � 10�4 mol dm�3. The arrows indicate the direction of

absorbance change as [bCD]total increases.

Table 1 Complexation constants, K1 and K2, determined by UV-Vis
and fluorescence spectroscopy in aqueous phosphate buffer at pH 7.0,
I = 0.10 mol dm�3 and 298.2 K

Host
UV-Vis 10�3

� K1
a dm3 mol�1

Fluorescence 10�3

� K1
a dm3 mol�1

bCD 3.02 � 0.03 3.30 � 0.01 (3.14)b

33bCD2su 10.7 � 0.5 9.60 � 0.05
36bCD2su 10.9 � 0.2 8.7 � 0.02
66bCD2su 16.1 � 0.1 12.5 � 0.1 (16.7)b

36bCD2ur 18.3 � 0.4 9.80 � 0.02
66bCD2ur 55.1 � 0.3 38.0 � 0.1 (45.2)b

K2
a dm3 mol�1 K2

a dm3 mol�1

bCD 57.2 � 0.6 11.0 � 0.6 (86)b

a The errors shown are those obtained from data fitting. When

experimental error is taken into account the overall error is

�3%. b Data from ref. 8. The fluorimetric signal to noise ratio is

superior in the present study.
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36bCD2ur offers two possible isomeric pairs of TNS�

complexes in each case.

Fluorimetric studies

The relative fluorescence increases shown by TNS� on com-

plexation by bCD are best-fitted by an algorithm for the

formation of bCD�TNS� and bCD2�TNS� characterized by

K1 and K2, respectively (Table 1). The greater fluorescence

changes induced by the linked bCD-dimers, exemplified by

those of 66bCD2ur�TNS� (Fig. 5), are best fitted by an

algorithm for the dominant formation of a linked bCD-

dimer�TNS� complex. The derived K1 appear in Table 1. Time

resolved studies show the fluorescence lifetime of TNS� in

water to be 60 ps andB2500 ps when complexed by bCD such

that the K1 and K2 derived through fluorescence spectroscopy

refer to ground state equilibria and should be similar to those

derived through UV-visible studies.17 Generally this is the case

(Table 1) and where differences occur it is probable that the

values derived through fluorescence measurements are more

reliable because of the greater spectral changes observed in

these studies.

In the free state, the TNS� fluorescence maxima, lmax, occur

at 408 and 488 nm with relative fluorescences of 2.0 a.u.

(arbitrary units) and 0.5 a.u., respectively. The fluorescence

of bCD�TNS� (473 nm, 9 a.u.) is consistent with complexation

changing the TNS� environment and enhancing fluorescence

as a consequence of partial complexation in the bCD annulus.

Greater decreases in lmax and increases in relative fluorescence

occurs for bCD2�TNS� (435 nm, 104 a.u.), 66bCD2su�TNS�

(437 nm, 327 a.u.), 36bCD2su�TNS� (438 nm, 230 a.u.),

33bCD2su�TNS� (439 nm, 245 a.u.), 66bCD2ur�TNS�

(433 nm, 790 a.u.), and 36bCD2ur�TNS� (442 nm, 350 a.u.)

as a result of TNS� experiencing an increased environ

change when complexed in two bCD annuli.

The decrease in lmax is consistent with the existence of three

excited states of TNS� whose relative populations are depen-

dent on environment.15 Excitation (p- *p) from the TNS� S0

ground state in which the planes of the naphthyl and phenyl

groups are rotated 601 with respect to each other results in

three TNS� excited states. Using the reported nomenclature,

the first is S1,np (excitation lmax = 320 nm, emission lmax =

460 nm) in which the rotation is retained. Electron transfer

produces two TNS� charge transfer excited states: S1�ct,np
(excitation lmax = 320–330 nm, emission lmax B495 nm) in

which the naphthyl and phenyl planes approach coplanarity,

and S1�ct,perp (excitation lmax = 290 nm, emission lmax =

400 nm) in which the naphthyl and phenyl planes are thought

to be perpendicular to each other. In water the S1�ct,perp
excited state dominates as a result of water hydrogen bonding

to the amine nitrogen of TNS� while S1�ct,np is much less

populated and S1,np is even less populated (Fig. 6).

However, in non-polar and viscous solvents S1,np becomes

dominantly populated. The latter solvent conditions resemble

the hydrophobic and motion restricting environment which

TNS� experiences in the bCD annulus. Accordingly, the

decrease of the observed emission lmax for TNS� in the linked

bCD-dimer complexes is consistent with S1,np becoming the

dominant excited state, as shown for 66bCD2ur�TNS� in

Fig. 7, whereas the observed lmax = 408 nm for TNS� in

water (Fig. 6) is a consequence of emission from the dominant

Fig. 4 UV-Vis absorption changes shown by TNS� (3.00 � 10�5 mol

dm�3) with [66bCD2ur]total in the range 0, 4.04, and 8.20 � 10�6, and

1.21, 1.61, 1.99, 2.39, 2.64, 3.16, 3.57, 3.94, 4.50, 4.98, 5.50, 6.33, 7.18,

8.34, and 9.51� .10�5, and 1.11, 1.26, 1.42, 1.58, 1.77, and 1.96� 10�4

mol dm�3. The arrows indicate the direction of absorbance change as

[66bCD2ur]total increases. Isosbestic points occur at 234.5, 273.5, 286

and 304 nm.

Fig. 5 Increase in the relative fluorescence of TNS� (1.00 � 10�6 mol

dm�3) with [66bCD2ur]total in the range 0, 1.96, 3.96, 5.92 and 7.92 �
10�6 and 1.00, 1.24, 1.48, 1.73, 2.00, 2.32, 2.61, 2.94, 3.26, 3.63, 3.95,

4.47, 4.94, 5.49, 6.32, 7.20, 8.42 and 9.57 � 10�5, and 1.08, 1.20, 1.32,

1.44, 1.60, 1.80 and 1.99 � 10�4 mol dm�3. The excitation wavelength

is 320 nm.

Fig. 6 Three dimensional plot of the fluorescence of TNS� (1.0 �
10�5 mol dm�3) as a function of excitation and emission wavelength at

2 nm intervals.
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S1�ct,perp excited state. In Fig. 7, the much greater fluorescence

of 66bCD2ur�TNS� dominates that of TNS�.

The increased TNS� fluorescence with complexation prob-

ably results from a combination of three factors. The first is

the decrease in the relative populations of the charge transfer

S1�ct,np and S1�ct,perp excited states, which are likely to decay

more rapidly than the S1,np excited state. The second is the

isolation of TNS� from the quenching pathway provided by

water oscillators, and the third is the decrease in the number of

rotational degrees of freedom for TNS� which is likely to

decrease the effectiveness of quenching.18

2D
1
H ROESY NMR studies

The 2D 1H ROESY NMR spectra of D2O solutions 1.50 �
10�3 mol dm�3 in TNS� and 1.50 � 10�3 and 3.00 � 10�3 mol

dm�3 in bCD (Fig. 8) are similar with weak cross-peaks arising

from methyl proton interaction with bCD H5 and stronger

cross-peaks arising from naphthyl and phenyl dipolar interac-

tions with H3 and H5 within the bCD annulus. (All 1H NMR

studies were carried out in phosphate buffer solution at pD

7.0, I = 0.10 mol dm�3, and 298.2 K.) On this basis it is

assumed that the remaining upfield cross-peaks arise from

dipolar interactions with H6, although the H6 resonance is not

clearly distinguishable from H2 and H4.19 This indicates the

formation of at least two of the four possible bCD�TNS�

isomers in which bCD has either its primary or secondary

hydroxy face adjacent to the amine group of TNS�. Four

isomers arising from the pairing of any two of these bCD
orientations are possible for bCD2�TNS� but their precise

identification is unclear from these data.

The 2D 1H ROESY NMR spectrum of a D2O solution

1.50 � 10�3 mol dm�3 in TNS� and 66bCD2su�TNS� (Fig. 9)

shows strong cross-peaks between all TNS� protons and those

of 66bCD2su whose spectrum shows many more resonances by

comparison with bCD as a consequence of the inequivalence

of the seven glucopyranose units. Strong cross-peaks are

shown by 66bCD2ur�TNS� and weaker cross-peaks are shown

Fig. 7 Three dimensional plot of the fluorescence of TNS� (1.0 �
10�6 mol dm�3) and 66bCD2ur (1.0 � 10�5 mol dm�3) as a function of

excitation and emission wavelength at 2 nm intervals. Under these

conditions [66bCD2ur�TNS�] = 0.27 � 10�6 mol dm�3.

Fig. 8 2D 1H ROESY NMR (600 MHz) spectrum of a D2O solution

equimolar at 1.50 � 10�3 mol dm�3 in TNS� and bCD. The rectangles

A and B contain the cross-peaks arising from the NOE interactions

between the annular H3, H5 and H6 protons of bCD and the aromatic

and methyl protons of TNS�, respectively.

Fig. 9 2D 1H ROESY NMR (600 MHz) spectrum of a D2O solution

equimolar at 1.50 � 10�3 mol dm�3 in TNS� and 66bCD2su. The

rectangles A and B contain the cross-peaks arising from the NOE

interactions between the annular H3, H5 and H6 protons of 66bCD2su

and the aromatic and methyl protons of TNS�, respectively.
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by 36bCD2su�TNS� and 33bCD2su�TNS�. The spectrum of

36bCD2ur�TNS� shows a very weak cross-peak for the methyl

group of TNS� which may indicate that this group is distant

from 36bCD2ur protons.

The chemical shifts of the TNS� resonances with concen-

tration over a 20-fold variation show no systematic change

consistent with little self-association occurring.

Synthesis

The 33bCD2su, 36bCD2su, 66bCD2su, and 66bCD2ur linked

bCD dimers where prepared as previously described.7 The new

36bCD2ur was prepared in 66% yield by reacting (2AS,3AS)-

amino-3A-deoxy- 3A-b-cyclodextrin in CO2 saturated DMF in

the presence of triphenyl-phosphine (Fig. 10). However, at-

tempts to prepare the 33bCD2ur dimer by linking two

(2AS,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-azido-b-cyclodextrins through reac-

tion with CO2 failed as did attempts to link two (2AS,3AS)-

3A-deoxy-3A-amino-b-cyclodextrins through reaction with

diphenyl carbonate, probably because the C3A inversions in

both C3A substituted bCDs cause too much steric crowding

for reaction to occur. This is consistent with the combination

of the C3A inversion and the shortness of the urea linker

preventing the formation of 33bCD2ur. Coincidentally, the

secondary hydroxy end to secondary hydroxy end dimer,

corresponding to the 33bCD2su and putative 33bCD2ur

dimer, is the energetically most favored dimerization for

aCD, bCD and gCD monomers in the gas phase (and also

in aqueous solution for aCD).20

Molecular modeling

The succinamide linker is more flexible than the urea linker,

and joining the linker to bCD through a primary C6A carbon

appears to allow more flexibility than joining through a

secondary inverted C3A carbon. In MM2 Chem3D16 energy

minimized gas phase models of the linked bCD-dimers, in

which the bCD annuli are constrained to an approximately

common axis by the TNS� guest, the distance from O3B to

O6B in the glucopyranose unit of bCD is 780 pm. The

distances measured from the mid-point of this distance pro-

jected into the centre of each of the linked bCD annuli are

1240 pm (B01) for 33bCD2su, 1350 pm (B01) for 36bCD2su

and 1410 pm (B301) for 66bCD2su (Fig. 11), where the values

in brackets are the angles between the planes of the two bCD
macrocycles. Because of the shortness of the urea linker and

the constraining effect of the inverted C3A carbon joined to the

linker, the planes of the bCD annuli in 36bCD2ur are arranged

at B601 to each other such that the centers of the annuli are

separated by 1120 pm. The corresponding distance in

66bCD2ur is 980 pm (B401) seemingly as a result of the

greater flexibility afforded to both ends of the linker joining

the two bCD through primary C6A carbons. These distances

compare with 1040 pm from the naphthyl C2 to the phenyl C40

of TNS� (Fig. 1) and give an indication of the change in

interannular distances caused by the different linking bCD
carbon atoms in the gas phase.

While hydrogen bonding between the bCD hydroxy groups

and water occurs, the structural constraints discussed above

probably maintain the relative sizes of the interannular dis-

tances. The interannular distance is not the only arbiter of

complex stability. This is shown by 66bCD2ur and 36bCD2ur

with the shortest and second shortest distances, respectively,

forming the most and second most stable complexes with

TNS� while 66bCD2su with the longest distance forming the

third most stable complex (Table 1). Evidently, the angles

between the planes of the bCD annuli and the presence of a

C3A inversion also influence relative complex stabilities.

Conclusion

Generally, the K1 and K2 determined from UV-Vis absorbance

changes are either similar to or greater than those determined

from fluorescence changes (Table 1). Because the UV-Vis

changes are less than the fluorescence changes it is probable

that the K1 and K2 determined from the latter changes are the

more reliable. The magnitude variation of both sets of forma-

tion constants for the linked bCD-dimer TNS� complexes

show similar trends where the K1 determined from UV-Vis

Fig. 10 Synthesis of 36bCD2ur.

Fig. 11 The energy minimized 66bCDsu�TNS� model. The naphtha-

lene ring adjacent to the guest nitrogen appears between the succina-

mide-linked bCDs. Hydrogen atoms are omitted.
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measurement range from 3.5 to 18.2 times greater than K1 for

bCD�TNS� and those determined from fluorescence measure-

ments are 2 to 11.5 times greater than K1 for bCD�TNS� as

seen from Table 1. The K1 variations for the linked bCD-dimer

complexes are consistent with C6A–C6A linking of bCD and

shortening of the linker maximizing stability. The C2A and

C3A inversions in the C3A–C6A and C3A–C3A linked bCD
annuli decrease their ability to complex TNS�. The K2 for the

stepwise formation of bCD2�TNS� is much less than K1 for

bCD�TNS� than anticipated statistically. This suggests that

complexation of a second bCD by TNS� is hindered by the

presence of bCD in bCD�TNS�.

The formation of binary bCD host–guest complexes in

water with a wide range of guests exemplified by benzoate,21

benzoic acid,21 p-dimethylaminoazobenzenesulfonate (Methyl

Orange anion),22 deoxycholate,13 adamantane-1-carboxy-

late,10 6-(p-(tert-butyl)-phenyl) naphthalene-2-sulfonate

(BNS�)10 is characterized by a wide stability range as shown

by their K1 = 60, 590, 2160, 4844, 39 500, and 55 700 dm3

mol�1, respectively. The mid-range position of TNS� in this

series (K1 = 3020 dm3 mol�1) contrasts with the 13-fold

stronger bCD complexation of BNS� which is identical to

TNS� except that a methyl group is replaced by a tert-butyl

group in BNS�. The effect of this change illustrates the

subtlety of the combination of effects affecting relative

host–guest complex stabilities.

Experimental section

Instrumental

UV-Vis spectra were recorded at 0.25 nm intervals using a

Cary 5000 UV-Vis spectrophotometer in matched 1 cm quartz

cells. Spectra were run against reference solutions containing

identical concentrations of either bCD or a linked bCD-dimer

as that in the TNS� solutions. Fluorescence spectra were

recorded at 0.5 nm intervals using a Cary Eclipse fluorimeter

with excitation and emission slit widths of 5 and 10 nm,

respectively. Samples were thermostated at 298.2 � 0.02 K.

Solutions were prepared in phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 and

I = 0.10 mol dm�3 in both studies. For characterization of

36bCD2ur
1H and 13C 1D NMR spectra of D2O solutions

buffered at pD 7.0 (phosphate buffer, I = 0.10 mol dm�3,

298.2 K) were run in 5 mm NMR tubes thermostated at

298.2 � 0.1 K on a Varian Gemini ACP-300 MHz NMR

spectrometer operating at 300.145 and 75.4 MHz, respectively.

The 1H 2D ROESY NMR spectra for the six host–guest

systems studied were run on a Varian Inova 600 NMR

spectrometer operating at 599.957 MHz with a delay time of

300 ms. Chemical shifts were measured from external

trimethylsilylpropiosulfonic acid in D2O.

Materials

Potassium-6-(40-(toluidinyl)naphthalene-2-sulfonate (Sigma),

KTNS, was twice recrystallized from water and vacuum dried

to constant weight prior to use. Phosphate buffer was prepared

from Na2HPO4 (BDH) and KH2PO4 (Ajax) according to

literature procedures.23 b-Cyclodextrin was a gift from Nihon

Shokuhin Kako Co. and was used without further purifica-

tion. All other reagents were of good quality reagent grade.

The linked bCD-dimers 33bCD2su, 36bCD2su, 66bCD2su,

36bCD2ur, and 66bCD2ur were prepared as in the literature

and melting points, elemental analyses and 1H 1D NMR

spectra in good agreement with those reported were obtained.7

Synthesis of N-((2AS,3AS)-3A-deoxy-3A-b-cyclodextrin)-N0-
(6

A
-deoxy-6

A
-b-cyclodextrin)urea, 36bCD2ur. (2AS,3AS)-3A-

Amino-3A-deoxy-3A-b-cyclodextrin (1.24 g, 0.88 mmol) was

dissolved in 10 dm3 DMF and stirred at room temperature

while dry CO2 was bubbled through the solution. After 1 h,

6A-deoxy-6A-azido-b-cyclodextrin (918 mg, 0.79 mmol) in

DMF (5 dm3) was added dropwise followed by triphenylpho-

sphine (288 mg, 1.11 mmol) in DMF (10 dm3). The solution

was stirred overnight after which TLC showed no 6A-deoxy-

6A-azido-b-cyclodextrin remaining. After reduction in volume

to 5 cm3, the reaction mixture was added to acetone. The

precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration, washed with

acetone and diethyl ether and dried under vacuum. The

product was dissolved in H2O and run through a BioRex 70

(H+) column. Water was removed and the product was freeze

dried to give a yield of 1.2 g (66%) (Found: C, 39.2; H, 6.5 N,

0.97. C85H140N2O69�17H2O: requires C, 39.26; H, 6.74; N,

1.08%). LCQ-MS: (M + H+) 2295.3; (M + Na+) 2318.6. 1H

NMR: dH(300 MHz; D2O; Me3Si(CH2)3SO3H external)

5.14–5.04 (m, 14H, H1); 3.9–3.4 (m, 84H, H2–H6). 13C

NMR: dC (74.4 MHz; D2O; Me3Si(CH2)3SO3H external)

162.6 (amide CQO), 106.3–103.7 (C1), 85.5–82.4 (C4),

75.7–73.3 (C2, C3, C5), 62.9–62.3 (C6), 54.3 (C3A), 43.2 (C6A).

Data analysis

The appropriate algorithms were iteratively fitted to experi-

mental data to determine K1 and K2 using an in-house

program Specfit24 for the UV-Vis and fluorescence data.
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